THE GOAL AND PROGRESS OF “BETI BACHAO BETI PADHAO YOJANA”

Dr. BR Ambedkar had said, “I understand the development of any society from the condition of women of the whole world. “Not only in the whole universe, there is no man in the whole universe, it is based on two sexes the nature has created women and men together and given them the qualities of a special kind, due to these qualities every female man is in his special role. If the balance of the male is deteriorated then it can be seen everywhere. Now, the rhetoric that is not right now is not only out of our jurisdiction, but it is also nonviolent inhuman, immoral, it is a straightforward indication of India’s marginalized sex ratio. This problem is so serious that every day government figures come in front of us and on this side it is by God that we still have time to go.

Inequality in gender ratio is an indication of the end of human existence. Therefore, to overcome this serious problem, Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi announced the implementation of BBBP scheme in Haryana’s Panipat district on January 22, 2015. According to the Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi, our opinion should be ‘Beta Beti Ek Saman’ daughter’, a program being organized by the MWCD with the participation of the MoHFW and MoHRD.
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Inequality in gender ratio is an indication of the end of human existence. Therefore, to overcome this serious problem, Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced the implementation of BBBP scheme in Haryana’s Panipat district on January 22, 2015. According to the Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi, our opinion should be ‘Beta Beti Ek Saman’ daughter’, a program being organized by the MWCD with the participation of the MoHFW and MoHRD.

GOAL
1. Elimination of the process of biased gender selection
2. ensuring the existence of girl child and security
3. Ensuring education of girls.

DECREASING CHILD SEX RATIO
In the country, the sex ratio is decreasing continuously from 1961 in the age group of SC-R-6 years. In 1961, 976, 927 in 2001, has decreased to 918 in 2011.

REASONS TO DECREASING SEX RATIO
- Discrimination and patriarchal thinking from birth
- Discrimination against daughters and women,
- Desire for small families and sons.
- Dowry, son’s practice of running a race,
- Funeral, property and heritage windows
- Women’s reproductive decisions
- Increasing violence against women,
- Misuse of Ultrasoundography technology and its increasing trend

The result of increase in violence and crime against women, abduction of rape and the purchase of women and girls, increased polygamy and the increase in the purchasing of the bride, the increase of women, the increase in health, the conservative thinking, the objectification of women. According to a report, if the girl’s womb, So much better care is done. Lakhdwala of America’s Missionary State University and Prashant Bharadwaj of University of California have found that discrimination on the basis of gender starts from home. Prof. Lakhdwala had said that even though it is a legal crime to identify gender before birth in India and abortion on this basis, there is still a common law in India. Women who...
do not have an abortion after the identification of child sex through Alta Sound, also suffer from various forms of discrimination.

After conducting a study of data of National Health Survey on more than 30 thousand Indians, these researchers said that women who have a baby in their womb, they are already given excellent medical facilities such as taking an appointment from the doctor and giving iron pills while it’s In the opposite case, the woman has to give birth to the baby in the house and she is suffering from tetanus injections. Neither does it seem to be. This study has been published in the Human Resources Journal

Dr. Puran Singh Rural Development Institute, Nilakhedi is Assistant Professor in Haryana Ajay Kumar is a Project Officer in District Rural Development Agency, Panipat, and Haryana. At the end of February 2015 in Kurukshetra magazine, the daughter asked for the BBBP program that if India wants to rise in the trend of child sex ratio gradually falling, then she will have to give women prideful place in society, and to think less women, will have to avoid.

**MAIN ACTIVITIES AWARENESS SPREAD**

- Media campaign
- Street play
- Publicity tour
- Display rally
- Organizing oath ceremony and competitions
- Organizing big boots and parents with counseling community

**COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT**

- Organizing girl’s birth festival
- Identification of gender champion
- Identification of Community Based Monitoring Group
- Practices related to rural health hygiene and nutrition committee Gram Sabha’s and women’s gathering

**PRIZES AND RECOGNITION**

Panchayats, villages, ground workers, mothers etc. to act as an example for girls.

**IMPLEMENTATION OF RESPECT LAWS**

For example, Pregnancy Pre-natal Diagnosis, Child Marriage, Dowry, Domestic Violence, Sexual Harassment Laws at work.

**HEALTH INITIATIVES**

Enhance registration, institutional delivery and birth registration in the early stages of pregnancy, health care and nutrition.

**ENCOURAGE EDUCATION**

Friendly atmosphere for girls and construction of toilets in schools.

**TRAINING AND SENSITIZATION**

Training of Asha, Anganwadi, ANM, Panchayat activists, medical community and other officers.

The BBBP scheme, the Budget Allocation amounted to Rs 100 crore in fiscal year (2016 – 2017), which included 24 for state-level activities. 58 lakhs were arranged and 65 for district level activity. 01 lakhs have been allocated. For the (2017 –2018), (2018 – 2019), (2019 – 2020), funding is 377.5 crores annually, in which at the central level, 175 crores per year and at the district level is 202.5 crores.

The Press Information Bureau was released by the Government of India and the Ministry of Women’s Development, “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao” achievements and progress report issued by the Government of India on March 07, 2018

Phase-1 (2014 - 15 ie January 2015), the scheme was started with 100 districts and phase - 2 (2015 - 16, February 2016) expanded into 61 additional districts.

This scheme has been well received and has been successful in establishing a gender identity as a national agenda, as a result of which the public Decrease in domain Awareness, sensitivity and awareness building have increased on the issue of CSR.

Leadership in the work of BBBP scheme in partnership with health and education departments. In the support of the affluent social welfare / WCD departments, it is done by the Ministry of Women and Child Development in the form of nodal ministry. On the ground, this scheme was inspired by the collector / sub magistrate (DC / DM) of the district selected by inspiration and enthusiasm. Measuring the variable potential of BBVP, local level made by the district administration in coordination with the DCD, Health and Education departments According to the MOHFW (Health Management Information System (MMIS), the latest report indicates progress target on the mediator for the period between April - March 2015 - 16 and 2016 - 17. It is as follows,

**STATUS OF PROGRESS OF 161 DISTRICTS**

Improvement of trend in birth ratio in birth rate of SRB, 104 out of 161 districts, BBBP districts Appears in SRB. (A district is showing steady trend. In the first quarter ANC registration status, 119 districts have reported progress in the first quarter register against the reported ANC registration (showing steady trend in 13 districts).

Institutional delivery against total reported delivery has improved in 146 districts compared to last year, with a steady trend in 60 districts.

A glimpse of acting intervention under DP, which created a positive ecosystem / enabling environment for our girls. Variable capacity of BBBP can be evaluated in the form of local level innovative initiatives made by the district administration in coordination with the DCD, Health and Education departments.

- Visibility of problem in the public domain: Guddi-Gadda boards displaying the number of girls born in the public places in the public places (number of boys), entry point for discussion and debate on this issue.
- Brand visibility of all BWV people Building, public office, official / public transport, public transport, school buses BBVP is using people.
- Break the ritualistic rituals of sexual harmony and challenging sons. Celebrate the birth of girl child, devote a special day to the girl’s child’s value, and add Sukanya prosperity with the birth of a girl and pleasing the parents, plantation, nurturing and care for children, preventing child marriage is a symbol.
- Local Champions - The ability of local chapians on BBBP in some districts Have been catalyzed, who are selected in various fields of sports, educationists, writers, advocates, students etc. Local Chapians are selected by the district administration as excellent models in different areas. These local chapians have been assigned to work in each block to sensitize the community about spreading the message of BBBP with the
importance of gender equality and empowerment of women. The local Champion Gram Panchayat and the villages have collected the youth after working under BBBP for working in the community. Prize and recognition, respect of best panchayats, parents to evaluate their daughters, community members, local champions, their exemplary work,

Enabling girl’s education Nomination campaign / Children through Girls - Focusing on Child Education

Prevention of child marriage is the state and district to prevent child marriage. Gif campaigns are being run.

Special Gram Sabha Women’s Assembly on the issue of decline in child sex ratio; Campaign based theme-based support from civil society organizations (also on Prune Bon basis)

Beti Bachao Beti padhao Week, to impress the national and mainstream speeches in the favor of girls and women of New India, to bring the visibility to daughter and daughter-daughter posts, the Ministry of Women and Child Development celebrated “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao - Daughters of New India - To celebrate the girl’s birthday and to enable her education around the International Children’s Day In the 11th of October form of symbols

244 other districts have been included under multi regional interventions, in addition to existing 161 districts.

By focusing on positive reinforcement of girl child and local level engagement with the community, following a 360-point approach, 235 other districts have been included in alert media and advocacy level. So, in the BBBP scheme, now a total of 640 the districts have been included.

By the Honorable Prime Minister, Pan India expansion of BBBPP is launching

Hon’ble Prime Minister, Pan India Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Expansion BBBP will be organized in a formal ceremony covering all 640 districts of the country, 8 March 2018 in Jhunjhunu Rajasthan Despite all, in the Gender Inequality Index (GII), India has secured 131st position with a score of 0.53.

According to the report, in the Global Gender Report 2017, India is at 108th place in the list of 144 countries. In view of the current situation, it will take India approximately 217 years to end the intervals of economic and political empowerment through men and women. India slipped 21 places to 108th place compared to Bangladesh (47) and China (100). India’s biggest challenge is the availability of economic participation and opportunities. In which India is at 139th place. In the case of health and survival, it is at 141th place.

The main reason behind the decline in India’s ranking is the slow down on the political participation and empowerment standards. Despite all this, whatever progress has been made under the BBBP scheme. There is a lot more to do in it. In which to change the patriarchal thinking of social frustrated mentality.
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